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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions:

This is an interesting object but the presented study is insufficiently descriptive.

1- The title "Antifungal properties of selected Cameroonian dietary spices against opportunistic yeast pathogens". Is this a problem that means the use of Cameroonian dietary spices is wrong (harmful for opportunistic yeast) or vise versa? The title must be clear and indicative.

2- Introduction section: The authors must clarify the public health importance or the problem if present for the opportunistic yeast pathogens specially the examined!

3- Materials and methods, Statistical analysis: What is the soft wear which you used to perform your analysis?

4- Discussion: The authors must discus broadly the public health importance of prevention of opportunistic yeast!

5- I think there are some errors in the format of the Journal, you must revise the style of references in the text.

6- I think there are some linguistic mistakes.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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